
Luxe book-style case for iPhone XS/X
SKU: TEBOOKLUXEIP58LB

Book-style case with velvet-effect interior, metal keys and card slots for iPhone XS / X;
midnight blue colour

The  Luxe  book-style case offers elegant protection to keep in a jacket or pocket and show off on the most glamorous occasions.

This accessory stands out thanks to its sophisticated style. Your iPhone XS / X is literally wrapped in the cover, leaving spaces for
the displays, sensors and camera. The edges have elegant metal key covers while the  velvet-effect  interior offers easy
insertion and discreet, delicate protection for the back of the phone.

The exterior has a soft, grainy surface: the  leather-effect  is pleasing to the touch and offers a comfortable, safe grip. The book-
style case also has two slots for documents: both  pockets  prevent personal effects from falling out during use.

Practicality embraces the elegance of design: the beauty of your iPhone XS / X will be  enhanced  with Luxe.

Features:

Velvet-effect interior
Leather-effect exterior
Metal key covers
Document pockets
Spaces for sensors, connectors and camera



Luxe book-style case for iPhone XS/X
SKU: TEBOOKLUXEIP58LB

Technical data
Color: blue  
EAN: 8018417263392  
SKU: TEBOOKLUXEIP58LB  
Weight: 119 g  
Type: Book case  
Material: PC + PU  
Finishing/Feature: Holder pocket card, Hole for digital camera, Leather effect,
Metal key covers, Velvet-effect interior  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 20 mm  
Width Pack: 90 mm  
Depth Inner: 210 mm  
Height Pack: 200 mm  
Weight Pack: 120 g  
Width Inner: 160 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 440 mm  
Height Inner: 110 mm  
Weight Inner: 810 g  
Width Master: 350 mm  
Amount Master: 72  
Height Master: 350 mm  
Weight Master: 10690 g  
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